Repeated repeat problems: Combinatorial effect of C9orf72-derived dipeptide repeat proteins.
A microsatellite expansion mutation in C9orf72 is the most common genetic cause of Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) and Frontotemporal Dementia (FTD). The expansion mutation leads to C9orf72 loss of function, RNA foci formation, and generation of five species of non-AUG RAN translated dipeptide repeat proteins (DPRs), such as poly(GA), poly(GP), poly(GR), poly(PA), and poly(PR). Although one cell can contain more than type of DPRs, information about interplay between different DPR species is limited. Here we show that the combined expression of distinct C9orf72-derived dipeptide repeat species produces cellular outcomes and structural differences that are unique compared to the expression of a single DPR species, suggesting the complex biological interactions that occur when multiple DPR variants are simultaneously expressed. Our data highlights the need for further analysis of how combined expression of different DPRs affects the disease state.